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An outcome of the Shooting Australia Performance Review was the creation of a working group
for Shotgun. It was concluded that a small group of key individuals would be put together every
year to help to create a consistent Shotgun domestic series of events. The Group would be set
up to assist our event hosts, provide mentoring to our hosts, or to run key events at venues that
do not have hosts, so that the planning and delivery of important domestic events would be of
the highest quality for the participants. The Group would be well versed in the requirement of
an endorsed ISSF event and happy to help coordinator or address any field of play requirements.
The Group would use an approved results program (My Club My Score) for the consistent and
speedy delivery of results post event.
It is the hope that the key finding of the Performance Series review will help us to continue to
improve and review the delivery of domestic Shotgun events year-on-year.
The agreed Performance Series outcomes were:
1. Deliver a quality high performance competition and environment following ISSF rules and
standards to ensure our athletes, coaches and officials are appropriately prepared and
practiced for international competition;
2. Deliver non-Olympic events that matter, to ensure their long-term viability and where these
events assist deliver high performance outcomes i.e. 50m Rifle Prone; and
3. Deliver events that are accessible to the shooting community (athletes, coaches and officials)
to promote a career and developmental pathway.
The key findings identified through the review and workshop process:
•
•
•
•
•

Athletes want quality high performance events delivered consistently;
That Shooting Australia should take back and be responsible for the delivery of these events
and their standard and quality;
Provide a more professional product;
Better communication is required with hosts and the community on the timing and logistics
of planned events;
Use the Performance Series to more formally mentor and up-skill our officials;

•
•
•
•
•
•

Enforce the code-of-conduct so that our athletes, staff, officials and volunteers feel safe in
this environment. Be stronger on people not meeting the code-of conduct;
Better integrate para-shooting athletes into these events;
Introduce a "registration fee" to help provide consistency of product by contributing to the
costs of key volunteers to attend each event;
Introduce "tips" and “best practice” information sheets for consistency of these events and
those below it;
Reintroduce an online ranking system;
Better communication to the community on "What is the Performance Series and why is it
important?", i.e. communicate the agreed outcomes in priority order.

It was clear from the Performance Series review that our first focus – and need – was to focus
on Shotgun and that we needed to create a model so that the performance series was delivered
in a high performing consistent way. The review panel also deemed it imperative that we look to
the community to supply us with the people to assist in this space for Shotgun.
The 2019 Shotgun Group is:
•
•
•
•

JD – Gleniss Lawrence – Annual placement
CRO – Deserie Baynes – Annual placement
Jury – Kelvyn Prescott – Annual placement
Admin Manager – Jane Vella – Ongoing placement

The Annual Shotgun Official scholarship recipients for 2019 are:
•
•

Tania Evans
Guy Yoannidis

If you wish to be considered for the Shotgun Group for 2020 please email
events@shootingaustralia.org.

